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ECB Governing Council meeting, eurozone inflation and 

Q3 flash GDPs from both sides of the Atlantic will be 

in the focus next week 

Next week we will super-intense in terms of macro events. In 

addition to the ECB's monetary policy meeting, the October flash 

inflation data will be released for the euro area, and the first 

estimates of Q3 GDPs will be also published for several European 

countries, plus the euro area as a whole. The first batch of GDP 

data will be also released in the USA.  Although in principle not 

much could be expected from the ECB’s meeting, as a new forecast 

and the tapering announcement is foreseen for December, things have 

become much more complicated since early September. Most 

importantly, Europe has sunk into an energy crisis, with natural 

gas prices sky-rocketing. Producer prices are also on the rise, 

owing to enduring supply problems, which also pulls back industrial 

output. Finally, the pandemic is spreading again as winter is 

approaching, and could cause surprises, particularly in countries 

with lower level of vaccination. All this means that the ECB Council 

members will need to assess the outlook of more persistent inflation 

and weakening growth. As regards the latter, Q3 GDP data will be 

an important input as well as the October CPI figure. In the USA, 

the Q3 GDP will be in the spotlight, which is likely to be much 

weaker than in the previous quarter. 

In the euro area, the most important days will be Thursday with the 

ECB Governing Council's monetary policy conclusion, and Friday, 

when the Q3 GDP data and October inflation figures will be 

published. In terms of the ECB monetary policy meeting, 

theoretically, this seems to be the less crucial one, as no new 

forecast will be published, and in any case at the September press 

conference President Lagarde said that a possible tapering 

announcement could occur in December. In this sense, no ground-

breaking announcements are foreseen. Still, what could be 

interesting is how the tone of the press release and the press 

conference changes as lots of things have changed for the worse 

since early September. First, skyrocketing energy prices have 

surely sent inflation higher than the ECB staff had foreseen back 

in September. Not only oil prices increased, but natural gas prices 

also hit 90-110 EUR/MWh levels, from EUR 55 in early September. 

Furthermore, supply chain problems also seem to deteriorate rather 

than to ease. All this means that by the end of the year, headline 

inflation could be around 4%, rather than the 3% envisaged in the 

ECB’s latest forecast. This is surely something the ECB should 

reflect on. At the same time, incoming data suggest a weakening 

recovery, as industry is struggling with semiconductor shortages 
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and other supply bottlenecks, while the services sector and retail 

spending are held back by a deteriorating pandemic situation, and 

higher prices. These latter will also have an impact on GDP data, 

although probably it affected only the end of Q3, so the Q3 growth 

figure could be relatively decent, as the services sector’s gradual 

re-opening started only in June.  

In the USA, the Friday release of the flash Q3 GDP will receive the 

highest attention. Additionally, October's business and consumer 

confidence data will also arrive during the week, while the 

September core PCE index is always something the FED follows 

eagerly. In terms of GDP data, the outlook has deteriorated sharply 

in just two months. While in mid-August, the Fed’s GDPNOW estimate 

stood at 6%, while the consensus around 7% (both SAAR), the current 

guess is only 0.5%(!) for the Atlanta Fed tracker, and around 2.5% 

for the consensus. This unusual deterioration is driven by 

weakening retail, industrial production, and confidence data. These 

suggest that the higher-than-expected inflation keeps spending 

power limited, while similarly to Europe, industry is struggling 

with supply bottlenecks. 

Sources: Refinitiv and Bloomberg 
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What to watch next week 
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Unfavourable macro data and the 'usual' positive surprises in 

the earnings season characterized the week, when major stock 

indices closed mixed. Yields rose again, the USD weakened, oil 

and natural gas prices increased minorly 

The week started with falling markets in Europe, where China's weaker-

than-expected Q3 GDP data negatively affected the sentiment. US 

markets also started unenthusiastically, but the usual upside 

surprises in earnings reports (with few exceptions like IBM) could 

have supported the indices. The rest of the week was about gains in 

the USA but a bit more mixed in Europe, even though almost all incoming 

macro data disappointed. To make things worse, on Thursday Evergrande 

announced that its attempt to sell a USD 2.6bn stake in its property 

services unit had fallen through. However, on the positive side, it 

turned out on Friday that the real estate giant repaid USD 83.5 mn of 

interest to bond investors, after missing the deadline a few weeks 

ago, but before the 30-day grace period expired. Finally, US markets 

seem to close the week with slight gains, while Europe was heading for 

roughly stagnation in weekly terms. Both the USA's and the eurozone's 

Treasury yields edged higher, given strengthening inflation fears. The 

USD slightly weakened, oil and other energy prices increased mildly. 

Pandemic situation is OK in the USA and Western Europe, while CEE 

countries face increasing headwinds  

The daily new case counts continue to drop in the USA, but the fall 

of daily covid related deaths halted in the country this week. The FDA 

and the CDC advisory committee recommended the use of Moderna’s and 

J&J’s vaccines as boosters, allowing a 'mix and match' strategy. 

Countries in Western Europe reported rising covid daily case counts 

this week, but the number of covid related deaths is still relatively 

low. 

The Gansu Province, Northwest China, suspended in-person classes due 

to the appearance of locally transmitted covid cases. New cases also 

had been found in China's Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. The county 

seems to hold onto its zero covid policy, issuing mass testing and 

closing specific mass transit hubs by the affected areas. 

A severe infection wave is still affecting Russia, with record high 

confirmed covid cases and deaths being reported. Local governments 

will arrange a paid off work week for its population in early November, 

to fight the crisis.  

Most countries in the CEE region suffer from a severe covid wave. 

Hospitals in Romania, Bulgaria and Ukraine are under intense pressure. 

Latvia is was forced to reimpose a month-long lockdown, implementing 

night-time curfews, closing schools and all non-essential shops. 

 

US stocks seem to face small gain in, in Europe the result is closer 

to stagnation by Friday afternoon 
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The STOXX 600 seems to close the week with a 0.8% rise. The DAX grew by a 

minor 0,1%, while the CAC40 grew by 0,4%. FTSE 100 fell by 0.1%, while FTSE 

MIB grew by 0.6%.  In terms of sectors’ weekly performance. defensive ones 

like utilities (2.9%) and health care (1.9%) were among the best performers, 

while cyclicals, like basic resources (-3.2%) and travel&leisure (-2.0%) were 

the weakest spots. 

In the USA, the S&P could grow by a mort significant 1.8%, while the small-

cap Russell 2000’s gain is stands in +1.2%. Among S&P sectors, real estate 

(3.0%) and financials (2.7%) performed the strongest, while the weakest one 

was telco (-0.6%). 

Treasury yields moved further up on inflation fears; oil prices increased minorly, the 

USD weakened 

As during the week incoming data (German producer prices, PMI-s) supported 

inflation fears, consequently Treasury yields moved-up on both sides 

Atlantic. The US long-term Treasury/bond yields increased by 9.4, euro area 

yields by 7.5-13.5 bps. 

While Brent oil price has been hoovering around USD 85 during the week, 

natural gas prices in Europe seem to settle slightly below EUR 90 per MWH, 

which seems to suggest that energy tensions are easing, but far from resolved. 

In weekly terms both could increase around 1%. Should the current prices 

remain for the next couple of quarters, it will have a significant effect on 

inflation. 

The dollar index edged 0.4% weaker, putting it on track for a second straight 

week of falls. But the broader market narrative remained supportive of more 

U.S. dollar gains as rising bond yields on the back of firmer inflation 

expectations are expected to lend support to the greenback. Yield 

differentials between comparable U.S. and German debt stood around 177 bps. 

Weekly macro data point to more persistent inflation and a weakening 

recovery on both sides of the Atlantic 

In the euro area, October’s PMI surveys suggested that supply problems in the 

manufacturing sector are getting worse, weighing on output, and causing price 

pressures to intensify. At first sight, the manufacturing sector looked 

strong, with the headline PMI broadly unchanged at 58.5. But the output 

component fell from 55.6 to 53.2, with the press release citing the usual 

list of shortages, including materials and shipping containers. The 

difficulty of sourcing inputs was highlighted by the index of suppliers’ 

delivery times, which lengthened at the second-fastest pace on and the 

manufacturing input price PMI, which rose to a new record high. The future 

output index declined too. The services sector held up a little better, but 

the business activity index still fell, from 56.3 to 54.7, and the input 

price index increased. Consumer confidence in October renewed its fall in the 

eurozone, to -4.8 from -4 points, but slightly better than the consensus (-

5.0 points). 

Germany's producer prices jumped by 14.2% from a year earlier in September 

2021, accelerating from a 12.0% rise in the previous month and beating market 
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expectations of 12.7%. This was the largest increase in producer costs since 

October 1974, when prices rose sharply during the first oil crisis, mainly 

due to a jump in energy prices, ongoing supply disruptions and a low base 

year. 

In the USA, the Fed’s Beige Book suggested that economic activity grew at a 

modest to moderate rate. Several districts noted, however, that the pace of 

growth slowed this period, constrained by supply chain disruptions, labour 

shortages, and uncertainty around the Delta variant of COVID. Outlooks for 

near-term economic activity remained positive, overall, but some districts 

noted increased uncertainty and more cautious optimism than in previous 

months. Most districts reported significantly elevated prices, fuelled by 

rising demand for goods and raw materials. Reports of input cost increases 

were widespread across industry sectors, driven by product scarcity resulting 

from supply chain bottlenecks. Expectations for future price growth varied, 

with some expecting prices to remain high or increase further while others 

expected prices to moderate over the next 12 months. Meanwhile, the MoM growth 

of the Conference Board’s leading index slowed to 0.2% from 0.9% for 

September, while industrial production actually fell by 0.3%, both missing 

the consensus by a visible margin. Markit PMI-s were mixed, while the 

manufacturing index weakened to 59.3 points, from 60.3 and missing the 

consensus ( 60.3). However the service sector PMI jumped to a 3 months high 

og 58.2 points (September 54,.9, consensus 55.1), driven by the quickest rise in 

new work since July, that was commonly attributed to stronger demand conditions as COVID-19 

worries eased during the month. However October data also highlighted stronger inflationary 

pressures across the US economy. Average input prices rose at a survey record pace, with firms 

attributing higher costs to supply issues, material shortages, greater transport fees and increased wage 

bills. Subsequently, the rate of selling price inflation for goods and services also hit a new series peak. 

China's GDP expanded by 4.9% YoY in 2021Q3, slowing sharply from a 7.9% growth 

rate in the previous period, and missing market consensus of 5.2%. This was 

the slowest pace of expansion since the third quarter of 2020, amid several 

headwinds including power shortages, supply chain bottlenecks, a persistent 

property bubble, and COVID-19 outbreaks. Considering the first three quarters 

of the year, the economy grew by 9.8%, with final consumption accounting for 

64.8 percent of GDP growth.  

Still in the emerging market world, the monetary policy committee of the 

Central Bank of Turkey slashed its one-week repo auction rate by 200bps to 

16% during its October meeting, against market expectations of a 50bps cut. 

This follows a 100bps rate cut in September. The move comes at a time when 

the country grapples with inflation above 19%, well above the mid-point target 

of 5%. After this move, the USD/TRY exceeded 9.6, from a level of 9.3 before 

the meeting. Importantly, the currency stood near 8.5 before the rate cut 

cycle had started in September. With a very different approach, the Bank of 

Russia raised its key rate by 75 bps to 7.5%, when inflation is running around 

7.8%, and gave a tightening bias. After the decision the RUB has started to 

rally against the USD, approaching 70. 
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This week’s data 

 

Sector performance in the USA and Europe  

 

Data updated at 16:00 (CEST) 
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Performance of selected and regional stock indices 

 

 Data updated at 16:00 (CEST) 
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Eurozone and US chart set 

 

Source: Refinitiv 
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Eurozone and US chart set 

 

Source: Refinitiv 
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FX forecast for the majors  

 

Regional macro forecast 

 

FX forecast for OTP countries 
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This document was prepared on 22 October 2021. 

 

Disclaimer for OTP Bank Romania S.A. customers 

OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not intend to present this document as an objective or independent explanation of the matters contained 

therein. This document a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of 

investment research, and b) is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 

This communication does not contain a comprehensive analysis of the described issues.  This report is issued for information purposes only 

and should not be interpreted as a suggestion, an invitation or an offer to enter into any transaction, as an investment advice, and it does 

not constitute legal, tax or accounting advice. Also it is not and should not be considered a recommendation for investment in financial 

instruments according to NSC Regulations no. 32/2006 and 15/2006.  

Information herein reflects current market practices. Additional information may be available on request. This document is intended only for 

the direct and sole use of the selected customers of OTP Bank Romania S.A. Any form of reproduction or redistribution to any other person 

that the intended recipients, including publication in whole or in part for any purpose, must not be made without the express written 

agreement of OTP Bank Romania S.A. Although the information in this document has been prepared in good faith from sources which OTP 

Bank Romania S.A. believes to be reliable, we do not represent or warrant its accuracy and such information may be incomplete or 

condensed. The issuer of this report does not claim that the information presented herein is perfectly accurate or complete. However it is 

based on sources available to the public and widely believed to be reliable. Also the opinions and estimates presented herein reflect a 

professional subjective judgment at the original date of publication and are therefore subject to change thereafter without notice. 

Furthermore there can be no guarantees that any market developments will unfold as forecasted. Opinions and estimates constitute our 

judgment and are subject to change without notice.  

OTP Bank Romania S.A. may have issued reports that are different or inconsistent with the information expressed within this report and is 

under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.  

OTP Bank Romania S.A. may hold a position or act as market maker in the financial instrument of any issuer discussed herein or act as advisor 

or lender to such issuer. This document is not intended to provide the basis for any evaluation of the financial instruments discussed herein. 

In particular, information in this document regarding any issue of new financial instruments should be regarded as indicative, preliminary 

and for illustrative purposes only, and evaluation of any such financial instruments should be made solely on the basis of information 

contained in the relevant offering circular and pricing supplement when available. OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not act as a fiduciary for or 

an advisor to any prospective purchaser of the financial instruments discussed herein and is not responsible for determining the legality or 

suitability of an investment in the financial instruments by any prospective purchaser. 

This report is not intended to influence in any way or to be considered a substitute to research and advice centred on the specific investment 

objectives and constraints of the recipient (including tax concerns) therefore investors should obtain individual financial advice. Before 

purchasing or selling financial instruments or engaging investment services, please examine the prospectuses, regulations, terms, 

agreements, notices, fee letters, and any other relevant documents regarding financial instruments or investment services described herein 

in order to be capable of making a well-advised investment decision. Please refer to your competent adviser for advice on the risks, fees, 

taxes, potential losses and any other relevant conditions before you make your investment decision regarding financial instruments or 

investment services described herein. OTP Bank Romania S.A. in compliance with the applicable law, assumes no responsibility, obligation, 

warranty or guarantee whatsoever for any direct or indirect damage (including losses arising from investments), or for the costs or expenses, 

detrimental legal consequences or other sanctions (including punitive and consequential damage) sustained by any natural or legal person 

as a result of the purchase or sale of financial instruments or engaging investment services described herein, even if OTP Bank Romania S.A. 

was warned of the possibility of such occurrences. 

Figures described herein refer to the past and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Investments in financial 

instruments carry a certain degree of risk (fluctuation of share prices, uncertainty of dividend, yields and / or profits, exchange rate 

fluctuations, etc.). The capital invested is not guaranteed, investment gains, usually assumed proportionate to risk, and past performance of 

financial instruments is not a guarantee for future performance. 

Please note that the Internet is not a secure environment and OTP Bank Romania S.A. does not accept any liability for any loss caused by the 

result of using this report in a form altered or delayed by the wilful or accidental interception, corruption or virus infection.  

All rights reserved – OTP Bank Romania S.A. (registered seat: Street Buzesti, no. 66-68, 1st district Bucharest, Romania; company registration 

number: J40/10296/1995, CUI RO 7926069.; NBR registration no RB-PJR-40-028/1999; for further information please refer to: 

https://www.otpbank.ro/en). 

This document has been provided to the recipients upon their prior request. Your abovementioned permission may be withdrawn by an e-

mail addressed to newsletters@otpbank.ro or a written mail addressed to OTP Bank Romania S.A , Buzesti Street, no. 66-68, 1st district, 

Bucharest, Romania. Please refer to your name and e-mail address in both cases. 
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